
Feel the Difference

SOLID LINE



MANY ADVANTAGES
SIMPLE
We have always been convinced that the best platform is both short 
and long, while stabile and easily portable. The telescopic platform 
is easy to pull out to the desired length and securing it before use is 
just as quick. When the red locking catches have unfolded under each 
rung, this indicates that the platform is ready for use and can handle 
loads of up to 150 kg.

FLEXIBLE
Need to reach higher while moving across larger areas? The 
Solid Platform’s height can be adjusted at three different lev-
els without compromising stability and safety. The Telesteps 
Solid Platform is easy to open and close, carry around and 
put in tight spaces for storage and transportation. It also 
has a handle so you can carry it with you at all times and 
just like our ladders, it is made of rigid aluminium specifi-
cally designed for tough challenges and surroundings.

SAFE & STEADY
Safe, functional and easy to take with you – Telesteps does not com-
promise on anything. We assemble the ladders by hand and test them 
all individually before delivery.  Our equipment is certified according 
to EN 131/SP/TÜV.

The idealistic platform for the person standing within the 
same space for long periods of time; where you do not want 
to be stepping down and up the ladder just to move a bit 
to the right or left. Solid is the steadiest surface since the 
ground!



SOLID PLATFORM LINE 
Art. no:  61209
No. of treads: 3
Tread width:  65 mm
Working height:  2,6 m
Length, extended: 0,88 m
Length, closed:  0,74 x 0,28 x 0,62 m
Width:  0,62 m
Weight:   17 kg

Rubber Feet

ACCESSORIES
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